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November & December 2020 New Releases

Exclusive book and puzzle packs for kids!

New from Lake Press

Featuring art from
Garry Fleming, these
book and 250-piece
puzzle packs are
educational and
entertaining!
Buy 4 copies of each
book and puzzle to
receive a free copy of
Animals of the World!
Use the code below to
take up the offer :

Animals of the World
*9780655216643*

RRP: $24.99

Animals of the Oceans
*9780655216650*

RRP: $24.99

Dinosaurs of the World
*9780655216667*

*GFAOTW*

RRP: $24.99

VISION AND ACTIONS PLANNER BY LISA
MESSENGER
The Vision and Actions productivity
planner is designed to set you up for
success; no matter where you are in life
now, and where you’re heading in the
future. It provides you with all the tips,
tools, activities and exercises plus advice
and knowledge, to create big visions.
Then, it supplements these visions with
important daily practices so you can make
all these dreams a reality.

Start your collection with
Daily Gratitudes
*9781426213793*

*9780648587262*

RRP: $29.95 | HB | 320pp | 12.5 x 19cm

RRP: $29.99

This hand-picked pack of Lake Press Christmas titles will make
your Christmas merchandising so much easier. Featuring new
to range activity and picture books, these books ensure the
magic is in the air up until Santa arrives. Let little readers
explore festive mazes, spend time with The Grinch, colour
their own Christmas wall art, or sing along to Jingle Bell Rock
again and again with a delightful board book.
Total nett price $303.76 (RRP $607.52) plus your normal freight.

Promo Code: LPC300

QTY

RRP
(individual)

WHOLESALE
TOTAL

9780655214151 Jingle Bell Rock - Book with Bells

8

$12.99

$51.96

9780655214168 Christmas Colouring and Maze Book (48 page)

6

$7.99

$23.97

9780655214175 North Pole Colouring and Maze Book (48 page)

6

$7.99

$23.97

9780655214182 Why does Rudolph have a red nose? Plush Board Book

6

$12.99

$38.97

9780655214205 Wall Art - Wonderful Christmas

8

$19.99

$79.96

9780655214236 Magnetic Folder - Nativity Scene

6

$16.99

$50.97

9780655215318 Dr. Seuss The Grinch - Puffy Sticker Book

4

$7.99

$15.98

ISBN

TITLE

9780655215325 Dr. Seuss The Grinch - Deluxe Colouring Book

4
$8.99
$17.98
48
$303.76
Offer ends 31st of August 2020. For more information, please contact your sales rep or call customer service
on 07 3217 0238 or orders@brumbysunstate.com.au.
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November & December 2020 New Releases
Blackthorn’s Botanical Brews
Blackthorn, Amy
One part The Drunken Botanist, one part
Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic (shaken, not
stirred), Blackthorn’s Botanical Brews offers
a fresh, fun way of bringing botanical magic
into your kitchen, cocktail parties, and home
remedies. It has something for everyone.
This book outlines the magical uses for
many well-loved, traditional beverage
ingredients found throughout time. Readers
learn what potions are, what purpose they
serve, and how to create their own brews,
bitters, vermouth, and kombucha, as well
as how to blend the perfect tea for their
magical desires.

$34.99

IC: Cosmic Journey Oracle

$34.99

Sliver, Yanik

Uncover the mystical messages from the Universe
and tap into your own inner wisdom with The
Cosmic Journey Oracle, a unique journaling
oracle deck from visionary entrepreneur Yanik
Silver. On this cosmic journey, you will discover
how to recognize (and understand) the signs and
symbols the Universe is sending you, trying to get
your attention. Each card of this powerful oracle
deck offers a mystical message to answer your
questions, a powerful journal prompt to help you
dig deeper into the concept, and a cosmic action to
help you move forward on your journey.
• Nov Release • Hay House • 55 Cards

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 288pp • HB
*9781578637157*
• 15.2 x 20.3cm

PROMOTION: BUY 6, GET 1 FREE!
Use code CJO6:

*9781401959487*

*CJO6*

Green Witchcraft IV
Moura, Ann

$39.99

Ann Moura’s bestselling Green Witchcraft
series continues with this book of secrets
exploring the faerie realm and techniques
for working with the faeries you find there.
Green Witchcraft IV provides guidance
and deep insights for working magic more
powerfully and establishing a special
relationship with the otherworld. This book
is an in-depth resource for understanding
and working with the Other People
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 312pp • PB • 15.2
x 22.9cm

*9780738764276*

Good Vibes, Good Life $29.99
(Gift Edition)

Crystal Power

$37.99

Young, Kac
Heal more deeply and restore your spirit
with this in-depth guide to enhancing
your crystal practice. Kac Young provides
everything you need to know about
not only the best healing crystals, but
also how to pair them with many other
metaphysical tools and techniques. Every
stone receives a thorough breakdown of
its purpose and its use in combination with
chakras, essential oils, astrological signs,
goddess energy, and more. Crystal Power
presents numerous ways to use crystals
to improve every aspect of your wellness.
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 288pp • PB •
15.2 x 22.9cm

Overwhelmed And
Over It

*9780738762890*

$34.99

King, Vex
Arylo, Christine
Vex King is leading a revolution for the next
Christine Arylo is often treating the
generation of spiritual seekers, and this
symptoms of burnout, rather than the
book is a collection of Vex’s most popular
root cause, which is why she can’t
wisdom. It is a guide to transforming negative
seem to end the burnout cycle of
emotions to positive ones, developing selfoverwork and overgiving. She replaces
love, mind mastery, and goal setting, and
outdated bits of conventional wisdom
finding a deeper purpose in life. Good Vibes,
and her approach takes women into
Good Life shares deep spiritual knowledge
their inner wisdom in ways that allow
in a way that’s easy to understand, while
them to authentically live, love, and lead
providing practical solutions. Down-to-earth
while making self-supportive choices.
and relatable, this book is for those seeking
a way out of darkness and the tools to build *9781788174763* • Dec Release • New World Library • 230pp
a new life.
*9781608686773*
• PB • 15.2 x 22.9cm
• Nov Release • Hay House • 272pp • HB

A

The blue dot identifies titles that are exclusive to Brumby Sunstate.
The ‘A’ identifies titles that are Australian.
The orange circle identifies key titles.

Health & Lifestyle
Body on Fire

Aggarwal, Monica and Rao, Jyothi

$36.99

Health professionals worldwide agree that chronic
inflammation is the root of most illnesses. The
authors present an in-depth evaluation of the impact
inflammation has on chronic disease, along with a
revolutionary approach for restoring balance and
healing. Important information for readers to consider
is highlighted, and an action plan is included at the end
of each chapter.

• Nov Release • Book Publishing Co • 370pp • PB • 15.2
x 22.8cm

Grotenhermen, Franjo

Stableford, Andrew

This book provides a therapeutic approach of herbal
medicine to treatment and is a synthesis of the
traditional herbal approach integrated with biomedical
constructs, and it is likely to appeal both to those
involved in complementary medicine and to those in
mainstream medicine seeking a holistic approach that
is rational and interpretable in biomedical terms.

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 200pp • PB • 15.2
x 22.8cm

*9781912807130*

*9781570673924*

Cannabis Healing

The Handbook of
$53.99
Constitutional and Energetic
Herbal Medicine

$32.99

Everything you need to know to use cannabinoids
safely and effectively for better health and healing
of a wide range of conditions! In this authoritative yet
practical guide to the healing properties of cannabis
and cannabinoids such as THC and CBD, the author
explores how to use these substances to treat a wide
range of conditions.

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 240pp • PB • 15.2 x
22.8cm

Opening to Grief

$34.99

Willis, Claire B. and Samuelson, Marnie Crawford

A warm and wise companion for anyone facing grief
and sorrow. Like a loving friend, the authors move
past the prevailing idea that grief moves in stages.
Instead they offer a personal path, an invitation to
turn toward the emotions and sensations that arise
and explore the ways are most healing for you.
• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 144pp • HB • 12.7
x 17.7cm

*9781590035122*

Positively Wealthy

*9781620558317*

The Home And
$24.99
Health Botanical Handbook
Waller, Pip

Infuse your home with herbal happiness using this
book of ethical, empowering and eco-friendly botanical
recipes. This inspiring vegan and cruelty-free guide,
packed with over 180 non-toxic recipes, teaches you
how you can create your own, botanical products, all
while protecting the earth. Say no to toxins, and hello to
herbal alternatives!
• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 144pp • PB • 18 x 22cm

Torgeby, Markus

Living alone in the forest of Jamtland, northern Sweden,
Markus Torgeby found silence, stillness and the sense of
self he’d been searching for. This illustrated book is the
story of his time living in the woods, how he discovered
an inner peace, and the healing power of nature.

• Nov Release • Simon & Schuster • 192pp • HB • 23 x
17cm

Goude, Emma

$53.99

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 312pp • PB • 15.2
x 22.8cm

4

$27.99

Untangle your emotions and expectations about
money so that you can live your best financial life. This
book isn’t about getting rich quick (or necessarily at
all); it’s about figuring out your own economic values
and baggage, and learning to be the person in the
world you know you have it in you to be.

• Oct Release • New South • 128pp • PB • 17.8 x 12.7cm

*9781621064565*

Lindenfield, Gael

This stunning debut memoir is a gritty tale of
transformation where Goude campaigns for a new
perspective on mental health and well-being.

*9781912807956*

*9781786784360*

Weathering the Storm

*9781471196539*

My Beautiful Psychosis

• Nov Release • Penguin • PB

Harper, Faith G.

$39.99

$34.99

Positively Wealthy is a 33-day guide to manifesting
abundance for young women who want to redefine the
meaning of wealth in their life. It is designed for the
new age woman who wants to step out of her comfort
zone, fearlessly manifest the life of her dreams and
find fulfilment and sustainability using Law of Attraction
methods.

Unf#ck Your Worth

*9780711256712*

Under the Open Skies

Mumford, Emma

$22.99

This book is a toolkit for working through self-doubt
and learning from those feelings, equipping you with
the practical know-how to pick yourself up and regain
a sense of confidence and self-worth, whatever life
throws at you. Through easily implementable advice
and practical exercises, Gael shows readers how to
regain their sense of self-worth and confidence in the
process.
• Oct Release • New South • 176pp • PB • 19 x 14cm

*9781789561784*

IC: Work Your Light IC: Moonology IC: Universe Has IC: Starseed IC: Angel and
Ancestors
Oracle
Your Back
Oracle Cards
Oracle Cards
Focus: Bringing Time,
$26.99
Energy, and Money into Flow

Time, Money, Freedom
Higdon, Ray and Jessica

November

Hay House Top 5 Oracle Cards

$29.99

With 10 simple rules for redefining what’s possible
in your life, this book will help you build confidence,
shift your mind-set, and learn the tools to take
control of your life and start on a path toward your
own definition of freedom. Whether “success” for
you means being your own boss full-time, taking
an extended parental leave without worrying about
how to pay the bills, or saving money to send your
child to college, you can follow these rules to make
a positive change in your life.

Shojai, Pedram O.M.D.

From the New York Times best-selling author of
The Urban Monk comes a step-by-step plan for
mastering your time by intentionally managing the
energy economics of your health, family, career,
passions, and desires. With detailed guidance and
helpful exercises, you will be able to develop a
personalized plan for time management, understand
its mechanisms so that you can stick to it, and allow
your life’s profound meaning and growth to come to
come to the forefront and thrive with abundance.

• Nov Release • Hay House • 240pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

• Nov Release • Hay House • 240pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781401962623*
*9781401962630*

The Hidden Power
of Emotions

Beat Cancer Daily

$26.99

Wark, Chris

$26.99

Use the tangible energy of thoughts and feelings
inside your body to manifest into real-world
happiness, abundance, and success. The Law of
Attraction has quantum power at its metaphysical
core. Through real-life examples, actionable
tips, elucidating illustrations, and step-by-step
instructions, you will unlock the science of your
personal power and achieve your goals.

From the author of Chris Beat Cancer comes a
daily devotional of inspirational quotes, stories,
tips, and encouragement to support your cancer
healing and prevention journey. In this book, Wark
provides the foundations for a healing mindsetmentally, physically, emotionally, and spiritually. His
trademark positivity and energy will provide you with
a life-affirming and forward-looking thought to help
each day become more manageable and to get you
through to the next.

*9781401962647*

*9781401962616*

Dean, Melanie Ph.D

• Nov Release • Hay House • PB • 12.7 x 17.8cm

• Nov Release • Hay House • PB • 15 x 23cm

Thetahealing: You
and the Creator

$28.99

Stibal, Vianna

A new ThetaHealing manual and essential
handbook for practitioners and students explaining
how, after ascending through the Seven Planes, we
can connect with the Creator of All That Is and why
this is essential for healing and spiritual elevation.
In this book, the author gives detailed instructions
to connect to the Creator when we have climbed
through the seven planes, and, most importantly,
the fascinating knowledge that the Creator then
shares with us in that state.
• Nov Release • Hay House • 256pp • PB • 15 x 23cm

*9781401961688*

Also available:
Thetahealing: Introducing an $34.99
Extraordinary Energy Healing Modality
*9781788173742*

Thetahealing: Digging for
Beliefs

$27.99

*9781788173469*
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Zen Wisdom for
the Anxious

$24.99

Hosokawa, Shinsuke

The 52 mindful sayings in this book mirror the 52 steps
that are traditionally taken to achieve enlightenment,
and also the 52 weeks of the year — passing through
the seasons, both of the natural world and of our lives.
Each saying has an illustration and a simple, meditative
reflection to help you look into your own heart, accept
your current state of being, reduce anxiety and find
calmness.

Rest is Radical
Skinner, Mel

$53.99

Learning how to radically rest can help boost physical
health, develop stronger emotional resilience, and even
change the way we perceive ourselves and the world
around us. In this book, Mel Skinner introduces the
nine principles and the yoga practices that form Radical
Rest, and explores how symptoms of depression,
anxiety, addiction, and more can be supported with
these practices.

• Oct Release • New South • 224pp • HB • 19.1 x 12.7cm

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 128pp • PB • 15.2
x22.8cm

*9784805315736*

*9781913504182*

Cool Sex

Richardson, Diana

$19.99

Cool Sex provides explanations, practical tips and easy
to follow exercises to discover the empowerment and
fulfilment of sex with loving mindfulness. Using the
ancient eastern understandings of Tantra and body
magnetism, the author show that higher experiences
and blissful states are available.
• Nov Release • John Hunt • 128pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781789043518*

Manage Your
Menopause Naturally

The New Parents’
Survival Guide

$29.99

Green, Wendy

Learn to thrive (not just survive!) during the early
months of parenthood with this guide, which is packed
with practical advice and bite-sized tips. Care for and
bond with your newborn, get advice on breast- and
bottle-feeding, learn ways to soothe your crying baby,
manage your baby’s ailments... and more!
• Oct Release • Hachette • 224pp • PB

*9781787835511*

$34.99

Stewart, Maryon

This book outlines a comprehensive six-week natural
menopause solution with steps that a woman can take
immediately to feel better right away. The powerful
results of Stewart’s program don’t end after six weeks;
instead, they point the way toward not just a good life,
but a life that’s better than ever.
• Dec Release • New World Library • 272pp • PB • 17.8
x 22.9cm

Self Help & Inspiration
A Guide To Eco-Anxiety
Grose, Anouchka

$27.99

A Guide to Eco-Anxiety outlines a manifesto for action,
connection and hope. It shows how to harness anxiety
for positive action, as well as effective ways to reduce
your personal carbon footprint. This book is packed with
practical ways to connect with community and systemic
support, self-care practices to ease the symptoms
of anxiety, and strategies to spread awareness and crucially - bring about change.
• Nov Release • Penguin • 208pp • PB

*9781608686827*

The Book of Yoga
Self Practice

$39.99

The Prosperity Principles

Anderton-Davies, Rebecca

This step-by-step guide will show you how to overcome
the challenges of starting, continuing and progressing
in a yoga self-practice. It combines heartfelt writing
with beautiful, clear design to provide 20 usable and
unbelievably helpful tools that you can implement in
your yoga practice today. Learn to practice anywhere
at anytime!
• Oct Release • Hachette • 320pp • PB • 18.9 x 24.6cm

*9781529349467*

Nom-aste

Moore, Miranda

$29.99

Nom-aste: a respectful prayer of thanks for delicious,
nutritious and just plain yummy food. This beautifully
illustrated book celebrates mindful cooking and eating,
teaching you how to bring the principles of yoga and
mindfulness into your kitchen. The 60 wholesome,
plant-based recipes inside will add vitality to your daily
life and leave you filled with good food and gratitude.
• Oct Release • Hachette • 160pp • HB

*9781787838192*

4
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*9781786784292*

Fotinos, Joel

$28.99

This is a book to help you acquire the mind-set to riches.
These writings—compact, powerful, practical—are
ready to help you find solutions, discover new ideas,
and make fresh starts on your road to riches! Fotinos
focuses on six foundational, life-changing principles that
make you think and act like a millionaire.
• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 224pp • PB • 17.7
x 12.7cm

*9781642970111*

Complete Notes
From the Universe

$39.99

Dooley, Mike

The bestselling author of Infinite Possibilities brings “his
signature wisdom, wit, and warmth” to this inspirational
collection based on his bestselling Notes from the
Universe trilogy, featuring a new foreword, introduction,
and fresh, invaluable truths.

• Nov Release • Simon & Schuster • 576pp • PB • 14.6 x
20.9cm

*9781582707297*

Get Sh*t Done
Sweeney, Monica

Pottering

$32.99

McGovern, Anna

$24.99

This little book is both a discussion and practical guide
to one of the most British of pastimes - pottering. Author
Anna McGovern writes with charm about the joy and
practicality of living in the meandering moment, not
asking too much of yourself and yet still getting things
done in the gentlest of ways. This is the book for people
who want to discover productivity at an easier pace.
Pottering is a true ode to slow living.

Welcome to a f*ckload of fun in calendar journaling. Get
Sh*t Done transforms the cheerful profanity of Zen as
F*ck into a fun, daily planner format. Type-A foul-mouths
everywhere can now schedule their f*cking hearts out to
funny, yet thoughtful questions, quotes, and inspirations.

• Oct Release • Pan Macmillan • 160pp • PB • 14.6 x
20.9cm

• Oct Release • Thames & Hudson • HB • 12 x 17.8cm
*9781250270733*
A

Help Self

Hennessy, Tanya

$29.99

*9781786277275*

Sense

In Help Self, Tanya gets real as she discusses food,
love, friendship, careers and mental health, and (of
course) she gets real hilarious too. From being mistaken
for a pregnant woman when she’d just had too many
Cheezels to overcoming an unexpected breakup with
your best friend, Tanya Hennessy has all the life-hack,
pro-tips for getting through this chaos we call life.

Jones, Russell

Our senses have a powerful effect on how we think,
feel and behave; yet we don’t use them to their full
potential. In this book, Jones takes research from the
worlds of neuroscience, experimental and behavioural
psychology and beyond, and shows you how to live
more multi-sensorially; paying attention to the sounds,
scents, colours, objects, shapes and textures that
constantly surround you to improve your life.

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 224pp • PB • 17 x 23cm

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 304pp • PB • 15.3 x
23.4cm

*9781760876630*

The Little Book
of Light

$23.99
*9781787395527*

Jones, Mikaela Katherine

A collection of 111 short, inspiring teachings on how to
let your light shine regardless of what’s going on in your
life. Whether you’ve lost your way or are just having a
bad day, The Little Book of Light is the ideal pick-meup, a reminder that love and joy are available in every
moment. This elegantly packaged little gift book will
inspire, uplift, and enlighten with digestible nuggets of
inspiration. It will help you stay connected with your true
self, and find daily delight so you can shine.
• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 128pp • PB • 10.1
x 15.2cm

*9781590035061*

Note to Self

Ballagh, Rebekah

$22.99

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 192pp • PB • 15 x 18cm

*9781988547657*

Fleming, Stephanie

A Toolkit for
Modern Life

$29.99

Hepburn, Emma

New Format

This warm, wise book introduces the author’s proven
and practical tools for taking care of your mental and
emotional wellbeing every day. From identifying what
triggers unhappy thoughts to overcoming the fear of
making mistakes, A Toolkit for Modern Life will help
you to cultivate positive habits and feel more confident,
happier and in tune with yourself.
• Nov Release • Hachette • 160pp • HB

*9781529410228*

This book is jam-packed with handy tips, bite-sized
wisdoms & thoughtful illustrations to help you navigate
through feelings like anxiety, stress, worry, guilt &
sadness. Within these pages you will find practical
tools & insights to help you tackle your day-to-day tricky
emotions.

Plan a Happy Life

$32.99

$32.99

With cheerful illustrations, colorful photography, and
all the good stuff you need to know about maximizing
your hours, Plan a Happy Life is a jumpstart to tackle an
overloaded schedule and plan a happy and satisfying
life. Plan a Happy Life includes strategies, systems, and
methods for permanently getting organized, prioritizing
what’s most important to you, and living intentionally.
Make the most of your most valuable resource-time-and
have a blast doing it with Plan a Happy Life.

Unplug

Insight Editions

$27.99

Plan and track your digital detox with this 90-day journal
featuring morning and evening practices designed
to help you step away from your screen, and live a
more present life. Featuring delicate illustrations and a
graceful, contemporary design, this journal is perfect for
those trying to reconnect with themselves.
• Nov Release • Simon & Schuster • 184pp • PB • 14.6
x 20.9cm

*9781683839989*

You Are a
Badass Every Day

$22.99

Sincero, Jen

With one hundred exercises, reflections, and cues that
you can use to immediately realign your mind and keep
your focus unwavering, this guide is the accountability
buddy you can keep in your pocket to power through
obstacles, overcome the doubts that hold you back from
greatness, and keep the fires of determination roaring
while you reach your goals.

• Oct Release • HarperCollins • 224pp • HB

• Nov Release • Hachette • 224pp • PB

*9781400216895*

*9781529380514*
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Chakra Healing Therapy

Mind Body Spirit
The Astrology Fix
Cheung, Theresa

Park, Glen

This in-depth guide to working with the chakras explains
how the chakras can be understood as an embodied map
of the psyche and examines each chakra individually.
The author shows how we gain a richer understanding of
ourselves both mentally and physically by working with the
chakras, opening ourselves to the potential for deep soul
growth and transformation.

$35.00

Find cosmic answers to contemporary problems with The
Astrology Fix. By decoding the heavens and your soul,
you begin a transformative journey to self-discovery,
growth and fulfilment. The book is part illuminating lifecoach, part contemporary cosmic guide. Try over 50
astrological fixes to transform your emotional, physical
and spiritual life. Follow your astrological compass to
better navigate the world and relate to those around
you, and be the master of your own universe.

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 312pp • PB • 20.3 x 25.4cm

*9781644110492*

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 176pp • HB • 17 x 23cm

The Alchemy of Stones
Simmons, Robert

Von Strunckel, Shelley

$29.99

Find out what your birth day says about you and your
friends in this compelling gift book. Use your birthday
to identify key personality traits and entertain friends
and family by revealing theirs. Harnessing the power
of astrology in an entertaining and informative way,
you’ll learn about the dates, numbers, colours, and
even foods with which absolutely everyone is most
compatible. Packed with descriptions of every birth day
of the year, The Birthday Book is beautifully illustrated
and packed with information.

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 196pp • PB • 18 x 28cm

*9781644113097*

Crystal Grids Handbook
Hall, Judy

*9780241455852*

Parker, Julia and Derek

$49.99

• Sep Release • Allen & Unwin • 176pp • HB • 12.7 x 20.3cm

Curious to calculate and interpret your or others’ birth
charts? The new edition of this highly praised reference
to astrology from world-renowned astrologers Julia and
Derek Parker is here to guide you. Explore the world of
astrology and learn how to draw and interpret your own
charts with this authoritative approach to the practice.
Parkers’ Astrology guides you through the techniques,
showing you how to use astrology to improve every
aspect of your life, from relationships and career to
health and finance.

*9781592339877*

Crystals

Penny, Mara

*9780241431825*

Westmoquette, Mark

• Nov Release • Hachette • 160pp • HB

$29.99

*9780762497959*

Stars presents 20 unique pin-hole constellation cards
for helping stargazers find the shapes in the nights sky,
along with a companion book exploring the significance
of these stellar patterns. This portable and interactive
kit includes a mix of northern- and southern-hemisphere
constellations, such as: Orion, Bootes, Taurus, Virgo,
Perseus, Ursa Major, Crux, Hydra, and many more.
Once you’ve used the cards to identify the shapes in
the night sky, read through the book to learn about their
mythological and cultural history.

Dreams

Penny, Mara

$12.99

Explore the magic of dream interpretation in this
fully-illustrated, A-to-Z guide to the symbols and their
meanings. From symbols of success and happiness -like frogs, horses, and kangaroos -- to signs that predict
lasting friendships -- including candles and butterflies -this useful, palm-sized mini-book is an enchanted guide to
the symbols and interpretations of dreams. With full-colour
illustrations throughout, this captivating primer covers
more than 90 of the most common images that arise in
our dreams.

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 128pp • Cards • 13 x 20cm

*9780711256774*

• Nov Release • Hachette • 160pp • HB

*9780762497966*
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$12.99

Discover the power of crystals, from the most common
stones to performing sacred rituals, in this enchantingly
illustrated mini guidebook. Learn the ins and outs of
these mystical tools, including choosing and activating a
crystal, basic properties of the stones, and how to create a
crystal grid. Gain inspiration as you uncover the secrets to
creating a crystal grid and learn to perform a crystal chakra
ritual with this full-colour, illustrated mini-book.

• Nov Release • Penguin • 496pp • HB • 21.6 x 28cm

Stars

$29.99

Use the magic of crystal grids to create, heal, and manifest
goals and intentions. A condensed version of The Ultimate
Guide to Crystal Grids, Crystal Grids Handbook shows
you the fundamentals of constructing an effective grid.
Learn how to harness the power of sacred geometry to
amplify the power of your crystals. Featuring dozens of
grids designed by the worlds leading crystal expert, Judy
Hall, this truly is the essential quick-reference guide.

• Nov Release • Penguin • 400pp • HB • 17 x 21.7cm

Parker’s Astrology

$49.99

This holistic, Earth-based framework for understanding
stones and their energies initiates readers into an alchemical
worldview that leads to spiritual healing, transformation,
and transcendence. Lavishly illustrated, The Alchemy
of Stones is an invitation to a journey of enlightenment,
transformation, and spiritual metamorphosis aligned with
the path of our living, conscious Earth.

*9780711255258*

The Birthday Book

$39.99
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Finding Your ElvenHeart
Hauge, Soren

Tiny Palmistry

$26.99

Van De Car, Nikki

Read your future, add a touch of the mystical to your
home, and learn the art of palm reading with Tiny
Palmistry! This kit includes: a miniature porcelain palm
with key lines and mounts marked in metallic ink; a clear
quartz crystal; a 48-page miniature book, with a complete
introduction to the art of palm reading; and a deluxe
magnetic closure box.

Offering an experiential guide to reconnecting with the
Sidhe and our inner ElvenHeart, Soren Hauge explores
who the Sidhe are and how their untamed nature and
deep wisdom bears significance for an aspect of our
inner being that has gone to sleep. Simple exercises
help bring you into contact with your magical kin and
your inner Sidhe nature. Connect with your Sidhe
partners and unfold their inner gifts in your own being.

• Nov Release • Hachette • 48pp • PB • 7.5 x 9.6cm

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 224pp • PB • 15.3 x
23.4cm

*9780762495184*

A Journal of Discovery

*9781644111499*

As the Last Leaf Falls
Hughes, Kristoffer

$17.99

Coelho, Paulo

$41.99

$29.99

Paulo Coelho leads you down the path of reflection and
imagination with thought-provoking questions, a personal
introduction, and beautifully designed quotes from his
most popular books, speeches, interviews, and posts.
Journey is for Coelho fans and anyone seeking a space
for discovery and inspiration. ‘You must get as much as
you can from any journey, because in the end the journey
is all you have. So why not live?’

Previously published as The Journey Into Spirit, As the
Last Leaf Falls is a guide to death and the mysterious
world beyond. Join renowned Druid priest Kristoffer
Hughes as he explores the three Celtic realms of
existence and illuminates the essence of grief,
mourning, and spiritual continuation. Filled with insight
and practical guidance, this book shows you how to
move beyond the fear that surrounds death.

• Dec Release • Pan Macmillan • 128pp • HB

• Dec Release • Llewellyn • PB • 15.2 x 22.9cm

*9781529051582*
*9780738765525*

A Dictionary of
Omens and Superstitions

A

Pritam, Akal

$22.99

Whether you wish to increase your good fortune or ward
off bad luck, A Dictionary of Omens and Superstitions
provides a complete guide to hundreds of portents, signs
and customs, tracing the origins of our superstitions and
explaining their rich symbolism.

• Nov Release • Rockpool • 192pp • PB • 17.9 x 23cm

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 304pp • PB • 12.9 x
19.8cm

*9781925924459*

Also available:
Self Love

*9781788166515*

Foley, Elizabeth and Coates, Beth

$24.99

You Goddess! takes us on a colourful tour of ancient
deities and legends through the prism of female power,
sharing the mythical stories of 25 goddesses from every
corner of the globe. From famous divas to less familiar
heroines, this book reclaims these inspirational women
for a new generation - and brings empowering mythical
magnificence into our daily lives.

$39.99

*9781925682595*

IC: Self Love Oracle

$29.99

*9781925924176*

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 272pp • HB • 12.9 x
19.8cm

A Yogic Path
Reflective Journal

*9780571359967*

Numerology and
Your Future: 2nd edition

$29.99

The Self Love Journal draws from the wisdom and
artwork of the best-selling Self Love, and is both a
companion and stand-alone journal. The beautiful fullcolour illustrations, poetry, positive affirmations and
words of inspiring wisdom throughout encourage creative
self-expression, self-reflection and exploration of your
creative destiny.

Waring, Philippa

You Goddess!

Self- Love Journal

$39.99

Ketabi, Sahara Rose

Begin each month with intention and purpose, and record
your daily to-dos alongside your practices for self-care.
Illuminated by mystical artwork from Danielle Noel and
filled with inspiration and guidance from Sahara Rose,
it is the ultimate tool for reflection, clarity, and achieving
your highest self. Organize your day and keep track of
your daily self-care rituals with daily planner pages that
include mantras, meditations, and affirmations. Reflect
on each month and set intentions for the month ahead
with guided monthly journal pages.

$59.99

Bunker, Dusty

In this updated, revised, and rewritten 2nd edition,
Dusty Bunker will help you predict your future and
identify trends around the world through personal
cycles and numbers. Find out the importance of
timing and how you can use number cycles to plan
what’s ahead and prosper in unbelievable ways.

• Nov Release • Penguin • 424pp • HB • 17.3 x 21.7cm

• Dec Release • Schiffer • 320pp • HB • 17.8 x 25.4cm

*9781465493347*

*9780764360350*
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The Book of Candle Magic
Pamita, Madame

$39.99

Featuring authentic candle magic that anyone can do,
this impressive book shows how you can connect to
spiritual realms and bring positive change to your life
with just a little wick, wax, and flame. Madame Pamita
offers both step-by-step instructions for specific candle
spells and reference materials to create your own spells.
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 336pp • HB • 13.9 x 19.1cm

The Pagan Book
of the Dead

$39.99

Lecouteux, Claude

Charting the evolution of afterlife beliefs in both pagan
and medieval Christian times, Claude Lecouteux offers
an extensive look at the cartography and folklore of the
afterlife worlds as seen by our ancestors. Lecouteux
concludes with a collection of medieval afterlife-related
traditions, such as placing polished stones in the coffin so
the departed can find its way back to friends and family.
• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 320pp • PB • 15.2 x 22.8cm

*9780738764733*

Elemental Magic
Pennick, Nigel

$22.99

An expert on European rural folk magic traditions, author
Nigel Pennick presents a comprehensive introduction
to the principles, rituals, practices, and magical tools
required to draw on the magic inherent in the natural
world. By harnessing the elemental energies around us,
we can work with nature for personal development and
the successful achievement of our desires.

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 144pp • PB • 15.2 x
22.8cm

*9781644110478*

Pagan Portals
Living Fairy

$18.99

Daimler, Morgan

Living Fairy is a look at ways to deepen your practice of
fairy witchcraft. It emphasizes older ways of relating to the
Good Neighbours within a modern framework. There is
also an emphasis on moving away from solar and lunar
holy days into a system focused on the stars, which may
perhaps be a way to relate to our spirituality.
• Nov Release • John Hunt • 112pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781620557587*

Embody Your Magick
Herstik, Gabriela

$25.99

Through a series of inspirational and creative prompts,
Embody Your Magick will help readers embrace their
inner witch, no matter where they are on their spiritual
journey. Gabriela Herstik offers up powerful meditations
and rituals, space for notes and spells, and information
on lunar practices, color magick, sacred herbs, tarot
suits, and more, so that we can all better connect to the
universe and our inner light.
• Nov Release • Penguin • 192pp • PB

High-Grade Living

Lewis, Jacqui and Russell, Arran

$49.99

In an increasingly frenetic and fractured world, we have
lost the essence of ourselves. This book is a guide to
stripping away artifice in your life to discover your ‘broad
place’, where you come into contact with your higher self
as a creative and conscious human. High-Grade Living
demonstrates how a strong foundation of meditation
can benefit all areas of your life, from the home to
relationships, creativity and happiness.
• Nov Release • Thames & Hudson • 208pp • HB • 20.5 x
26.5cm

Allaun, Chris

$24.99

Gladheart, Friday

The 24th annual edition of this beloved almanac is
focused on crafting your magic. Special planner pages,
worksheets, and articles are included to help you achieve
your goals, discover your hidden talents, and explore the
awe-inspiring beauty of nature, no matter what kind of
magic you practice. And as always, it contains astrological
and astronomical information, moon phases, trivia,
recipes, Sabbats, historical tidbits, and more.

*9781621066552*

Practically Pagan
Moon, Irisanya

$22.99

Welcome to Practically Pagan, where we will encounter
ways to care for our health and explore strategies to
support ourselves as magical and powerful beings. An
Alternative Guide to Health and Well-being is the second
volume in an exciting new lifestyle series that offers body,
mind and planet-friendly alternatives for everyday tasks.
• Nov Release • John Hunt • 160pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

*9781789043778*

*9781760760342*

Otherworld

The Practical Witch’s
Almanac 2021

• Oct Release • New South • 160pp • PB • 21.6 x 13.5cm

*9780593329542*
A

*9781789045390*

$26.99

Otherworld: Ecstatic Witchcraft for the Spirits of the
Land is about establishing relationships with the spirits
of the land. This book not only teaches about the
Elves and Faery folk, but also how to have a working
relationship with the spirits of plants, animals, and the
land itself. Otherworld teaches how to perform animal
magick including shapeshifting for magick, healing, and
establishing a deeper connection with animal spirits.
• Nov Release • John Hunt • 224pp • PB • 14 x 21.6cm

Strix Craft

Hekataios, Oracle

$39.99

Bring the magic of ancient Greece into the modern world
with this powerful book full of Strix, Hellenic Polytheist, and
Iatromantis practices. Strix Craft presents Greek magic in
a concise format with contemporary ideas and hands-on
practices. Oracle guides you through the many compelling
facets of the Strix, from its relationship with Greece and
Thessaly to how it approaches herbal, healing, and erotic
magic. This engaging book shows you how to apply
ancient magical traditions to everyday life, from performing
rituals to working at an altar.
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 264pp • PB • 13.3 x 20.3cm

*9781789045345*
*9780738763279*
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Waking the Witch
Grossman, Pam

Calming Magic

$22.99

Van De Car, Nikki

Conjure calm and summon serenity with this introduction
to the healing energy of mystical practices, aromatherapy
blends, crystal rituals, and more. Use the power of
intention, ritual, and spellwork to craft a more peaceful,
connected life with Calming Magic. Harnessing ancient
wisdom and profound magic, this guide pairs mindfulness
with mysticism to help readers support the body, mind,
and heart in times of stress.

From the podcast host of The Witch Wave comes an
exploration of the world’s fascination with witches, why
they have intrigued us for centuries and why they’re
more relevant now than ever. Part cultural analysis,
part memoir, Waking the Witch celebrates witches
and reveals the critical role they have played—and will
continue to play—in the world as we know it.
• Nov Release • Simon & Schuster • 304pp • PB • 12.8
x 20.9cm

• Nov Release • Hachette • 144pp • HB

*9780762470464*

*9781982145859*

Water Magic
Dorsey, Lilith

Magical Meditations

$37.99

Van De Car, Nikki

• Nov Release • Hachette • 176pp • HB

• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 288pp • PB • 13.3 x 20.3cm

*9780762470891*

*9780738764429*

Soul Magic

$24.99

Bell, Arizona and Garza, Morgan

A beautifully illustrated introduction to using crystals
in magick, geared specifically to young adults. This
book provides an introduction to magickal practice with
information on using crystals for everything you can
possibly imagine: healing your body and broken heart,
fortunetelling, creating a lucky charm, and so much
more. There’s also advice on choosing your crystals,
keeping a crystal journal, and making a special altar and
treasure box for your stones.

• Oct Release • Pan Macmillan • 208pp • PB • 19 x 23.2cm

*9781250253040*

• Oct Release • New South • 160pp • HB • 22.9 x 17.8cm

The Witch’s Garden
Lawrence, Sandra

$24.99

Eason, Cassandra

This introduction geared towards young adults targets
teen issues like figuring out a future career path,
dealing with bullies, changing bad luck, building selfconfidence, and handling problems at school. Her
spells use astrology, candles, crystals, colors, flowers,
and moon power, and she also explores coven rituals
and seasonal celebrations.

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 208pp • HB • 15 x 21cm

• Oct Release • New South • 160pp • HB • 17.8 x 22.9cm

*9781787394360*

The Witches’ Almanac:
Issue 40 2021-2022

*9781454936855*

S. Elizabeth

$32.99

The Witch’s Garden describes over 50 of the world’s
most powerful, harmful, legendary plants - from the
screaming mandrake to calming St John’s Wort, to
predicting the weather with seaweed, the creation of
salves for broken hearts, sore heads, and protection
from evil spirits. Illustrated with pages from herbals held
within the archives of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
along with botanical illustrations and archival images,
this book beautifully evokes the bewitching nature of
mysterious plants.

*9781454936800*

The Art of the Occult

$44.99

Old meets new in this up-to-date guide to self-care and
healing using ancient techniques like spells, crystals,
and herbs. The ideal book for the young women driving
a resurgent interest in New Age modalities, Soul Magic
is a comprehensive and full-colour guide to the natural,
spiritual, and magical ways to harness the energy of the
earth to take care of the human body.

Eason, Cassandra

A Young Witch’s
Guide to Magick

$22.99

Cultivate calm and creativity with Magical Meditations, a
guided journal filled with prompts and rituals to inspire
peace and mindful reflection. Soothing spells, restorative
rituals, and mystical meditations inspire magical
contemplation in this beautiful guided journal. Harness the
power of intention with creativity-sparking prompts and
enchanted illustrations as you write, draw, and dream up
a life filled with peace, clarity, and magic.

The first entry in Llewellyn’s new Elements of Witchcraft
series, Water Magic reveals the amazing possibilities of
using water in your modern practice. Once you learn
to access the enormous depths of this life-giving and
powerful element, it will enhance your magic and help
you grow into a better version of yourself. The book
presents many ways to incorporate water into your
magic, from washes and baths to spells and rituals.

A Young Witch’s
Guide to Crystals

$26.99

$28.99

Theitic

$39.99

The Witches’ Almanac is a witty, literary publication that
appeals to general readers as well as hard-core Wiccans.
Modeled after the Old Farmers’ Almanac, it includes
information related to the annual Moon Calendar, as well
as legends, rituals, herbal secrets, mystic incantations,
interviews, and curious tales of good and evil.

From theosophy and kabbalah, to the zodiac and
alchemy, to the elements and sacred geometry, this
book introduces major occult themes and showcase the
artists who have been influenced and led by them. The
art of the occult has always existed in the margins but
inspired the masses, and this book will spark curiosity in
all fans of magic, mysticism and the mysterious.

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 208pp • PB • 15.2 x
22.8cm

• Nov Release • Allen & Unwin • 240pp • HB • 17 x 22cm

*9781881098744*
*9780711248830*
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The Magic of Pathworking
Court, Simon

Witch Hunt

$39.99

Witch Hunt provides a personal guide to the witch trials
in western Europe and America and explores how their
legacy continues to affect women today. Kristen Sollee,
a second-generation witch herself, retraces the steps of
the famed witch hunts of Europe and America, taking the
reader on a journey that is grim and yet empowering.

Magical pathworking is the process of using specific
guided meditations to explore the unlimited spiritual
energies that form the contours of our lives. This book
guides you through a journey of unique pathworkings
based on archetypal themes and helps you develop your
inner work space with initial pathworkings that explore
the influence of earth, air, fire, water and quintessence.
Immerse yourself in thirteen additional pathworkings
that bring your inner landscape into the light.

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 256pp • HB • 15.2 x
21.5cm

• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 288pp • PB • 15.2 x 22.9cm

*9781578636990*

Oracle & Tarot

*9780738765419*

The Everyday Ayurveda
Guide To Self-Care

$39.99

Sollee, Kristen

IC: Dragon Wisdom

$49.99

Fader, Christine Arana

$32.99

A hands-on way to connect with the wisdom, love, and
magic of dragons, each of the 43 cards features full-color
dragon artwork that allows you to experience and activate
dragon energies and use them on an intuitive level. The
accompanying 112pp guidebook details the message
of each dragon card and offers meditative journeys and
practical information on how to let dragon energy into your
life, including how to meet your personal dragon.

O’Donnell, Kate

Embrace the ancient principles of Ayurveda to become
a more integrated, whole, and healthy version of
yourself. This detailed guide walks you through the
steps of foundational Ayurvedic practices that can be
easily integrated into your existing self-care routine to
uplift your physical health and state of mind.
• Nov Release • Penguin • 288pp • PB

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 43 Cards / 112pp Guide
• 10 x 14cm

*9781611806519*

I Am Diosa

Gutierrez, Christine

*9781644111086*

$39.99

IC: Healing Stones

In this fiercely inspiring book from a fresh new voice,
psychotherapist Christine Gutierrez welcomes women
to join her in healing the wounds from past hurt to reclaim
their worth and come back home to their true self and
soul. From stories of resilience from both Gutierrez and
members of her Diosa Tribe, to mantras, mediations,
and guided journaling prompts, this book gives women
the tools they need to honor their sacred feminine and
become who they were always meant to be.

Lemke, Kaya

$51.99

These 33 beautifully designed cards show the individual
beauty and message of the most important healing
stones. Use them to find your personal stone for health
and well-being—for your current situation or whole life.
The 80-page booklet provides detailed information about
each stone and how to use the cards.

• Nov Release • Penguin • 320pp • HB

• Nov Release • US Games • 33 Cards & 80pp Guide • 4 x
5.75cm

*9780593086643*

*9781646710386*

My Psychedelic Explorations $49.99

IC: Inspirational Visions

Dr. Naranjo shares his psychedelic autobiography
along with previously unpublished interviews, session
accounts, and research papers on the therapeutic
effects of psychedelics. The book includes Naranjo’s
reflections on the spiritual aspects of psychedelics and
the healing transformations they bring.

Explore your unique gifts through 50 stunning oracle
cards and a quick-and-easy guidebook with whimsical
messages that will help you enhance your life and express
your deepest feelings. Create a “Mind Painting” of who you
would like to become... and then ascend to unbelievable
heights by developing your imagination.

Mastrangelo, Judy

Naranjo, Claudio

$59.99

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 448pp • PB • 15.3 x
23.4cm

• Dec Release • Schiffer • 50 Cards & 112pp Guide • 13.3
x 15.2cm

*9781644110584*

*9780764360008*

Myth World Colouring
Good Wives and Warriors

$19.99

Grab your coloured pencils and journey to a fantastical
realm, where extraordinary mythical beasts are waiting
to be brought to life in Myth World! It features a collection
of beautifully illustrated mythical creatures from around
the world. Learn about these legendary monsters as
you colour them in.

• Nov Release • Thames & Hudson • 64pp • PB • 21 x
28.9cm

*9781786277978*
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IC: Psychic Reading Cards
Malone, Debbie

$29.99

The world is full of signs and symbols from the spirit
realm, waiting for you to interpret their clues, and as you
begin to work with the Psychic Reading Cards you will
uncover the hidden language of intuition and reclaim
your connection to the universe and all the spiritual
wisdom contained within it. Discover the messages of
angels, spirit guides, symbols and spiritual realms.
• Nov Release • Rockpool • 36 Cards & 96pp Guide • 18.5
x 12.2cm

*9781925924763*

IC: Little Yogi Notes
Liera Schauer, Barbara

$51.99

The Little Yogi inspires both young and old alike. His
loving and soulful messages go straight to the heart.
For each happiness message, the detailed booklet
offers thoughts for going deeper as well as appropriate
exercises: mindfulness exercises, affirmations, little
meditations, and yoga exercises give us additional
practical impulses.

• Nov Release • US Games • 40 Cards & 76pp Guide •
4.25 x 5.75cm

IC: Wiccapedia Spell Deck
Greenaway, Leanna

$37.99

With 100 key spells, this deck covers everything the
modern witch needs. There are spells for: love, self-care,
protection, healing, career success, purification, meditation,
spirituality, and pets and nature. An accompanying booklet
provides the necessary basics on Wicca, instructions, and
advice on using the cards. The keepsake box features foil
stamping, and each card is illustrated with category ‘suits’
on the back.
• Nov Release • New South • 14 x 16.5cm
*9781454941736*

*9781646710393*

Fearless Tarot
Adam, Elliot

$39.99

Learn how to give a positive reading in any situation.
Transcend your fear of negative cards with this beginnerfriendly guide to the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot. Elliot Adam
teaches you how to move through the shadows and into
the light no matter what card you pull. Find the courage to
tackle any reading by explaining both upright and reversed
meanings in a constructive way. Fearless Tarot provides
everything you need to read tarot without fear.

The Spiritual Roots of
the Tarot

$39.99

Sturgess, Russell A.

Learn the path to enlightenment and inner peace encoded
by the Cathar in the Major Arcana of the Marseille Tarot.
This book reveals how the secret wisdom teachings of
the heretical Cathar sect were hidden in plain sight in
the imagery of the Major Arcana of the Marseille Tarot
deck, and decodes each of the cards in detail and shows
how they offer clear instructions for recalibrating human
consciousness and achieving enlightenment.

• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 312pp • PB • 15.2 x 22.9cm

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 320pp • PB • 15.2 x
22.8cm

*9780738766690*

*9781644110560*

IC: Shaman Oracle
von Rohr, Wulfing

$59.99

In a sensitive manner, this deck onveys many aspects
of the background and ways to access the Path of
the Shaman based on sound mythological, spiritual
and historic foundations. The guidebook provides
information about the origin and meaning of the symbols
and images, and also offers instructions for several
methods of laying out the cards and interpreting them.

• Nov Release • US Games • 40 Cards & 180pp Guide •
4.6 x 7.2cm

Tarot Colouring Book
McMahon Collis, Diana

$19.99

The Tarot Colouring Book features images from Oliver
Munden’s equally successful T attoo Tarot specially redesigned for colouring. From the golden lion symbolising
Strength to the fertile green of The World, tarot imagery is
bursting with significance, and colouring fans will delight
in the intricate details. Follow in the steps of the fool
as he undertakes his tarot journey from innocence and
ignorance to completion and perfection, as you colour
your way through this journey in book form.
• Nov Release • Thames & Hudson • 96pp • PB • 21 x
28.9cm

*9781646710409*

IC: Wisdom of Tao
$59.99
Oracle Cards vol. 1: Awakening
Lu, Mej Jin

The principles and essence of Tao are presented
within one system incorporating teachings from Taoist
masters. Consult the cards when confronted with
roadblocks, or pick a card to inspire and empower
you. This deck is complete with detailed oracles, vivid
images, and fascinating stories of the ancient teachers
and personalities chosen to guide us.

• Nov Release • US Games • 45 Cards & 185pp Guide •
4 x 5.75cm

*9781786278098*

TC: Heaven & Earth Tarot $56.99

Sephiroth, Jack
A deck of mind-blowing beauty. Jack Sephiroth
challenges the timeless symbology of Tarot with his
incredible art, where symbols and hidden nuances are
woven together with the greatest mastery. In this Tarot
the boundary between spiritual and material is blurred
and everything becomes clear to the sensitive reader.
The kit includes 78 full colour tarot cards and instructions.
• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 12 x 24cm
*9788865276655*

*9781572819139*

IC: Wisdom of Tao
$59.99
Oracle Cards vol. 2: Strategy
Lu, Mej Jin

Volume II focuses on how to move forward and how
to resolve issues. It is structured around ancient
esoteric knowledge: heavenly stems, earthly branches,
numerical frequencies and well as modern archetypes.

• Nov Release • US Games • 45 Cards & 185pp Guide •
4 x 5.75cm

*9781572819146*

TC: Scorpio Sea Tarot

$65.99

Stiefvater, Maggie and Cynova, Melissa
Like a charming flower that turns out conceal poison
beneath its petals, Scorpio Sea Tarot seems simple on the
surface but demands a closer look. Maggie Stiefvater’s
phenomenal art shows us that hard times may lie on the
horizon, but if you brave the ocean, you will be rewarded
in incredible ways. With its full-color companion book to
guide you, this powerful deck gives you a deep sense of
pride when the work is complete.
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 192 Cards • 13.3 x 20.3cm
*9780738758428*
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TC: 100% Plastic
Rider Waite Tarot

$51.99

US Games

100% plastic tarot cards are durable, resistant to
bending, easy to shuffle and can last up to 50 times
longer than paper cards. This is the original and only
authorized edition of the famous 78-card Tarot Deck
designed by Pamela Colman Smith under the direction
of Arthur Edward Waite, designed in durable plastic.
• Nov Release • US Games • 78 Cards • 2.75 x 4.75cm

Matthews, John

$69.99

Drawing upon the rich heritage of art, lore, and the
complex courtly world of the Byzantine Empire,
this glittering new Tarot reflects the extraordinary,
unique artistic style that flourished under the rule of
the Byzantine emperors. The first deck of its kind to
explore long-forgotten aspects of this rich kingdom, The
Byzantine Tarot uncovers new layers of wisdom and
meaning to thrill Tarot users the world over.
• Dec Release • Schiffer • 78 Cards & 160pp Guide • 13.9
x 22.9cm

$38.99

This deck expresses depth through positivity, harmony
through beauty and magic through a powerful sense of
wonder. Gregory Scott has 20 years of experience as an
intuitive and spiritual practitioner. His ability to identify and
communicate through symbolic interpretation in astrology,
numerology and the tarot, brings transformation, joy and
energy to this 3D, physical reality.
• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 12 x 24cm

TC: Insight Tarot

Reshetnikov, Stanislav

$69.99

This original Tarot deck highlights the practical insight of
“depth psychology,” which examines the unconscious by
exploring dreams and archetypes and looks deeply at the
Self, Shadow, Heavenly Fool, and Inner Child. In this deck
created by a student of C. G. Jung philosophy, you will find
a pathway to clear divination messages, meditation, and
psychological practices.
• Dec Release • Schiffer • 79 Cards & 176pp Guide • 15.2 x
22.9cm

*9780764360022*

*9780764360411*

TC: The Da Vinci
Enigma Tarot

Scott, Gregory

*9788865276532*

*9781646710171*

TC: Byzantime Tarot

TC: Gregory Scott Tarot

$69.99

Matthews, Caitlin

The Da Vinci Enigma Tarot is faithful to Da Vinci’s
vision, drawing on his notebooks, drawings, and ideas.
Lavishly illustrated with his artwork, the deck creates
a portable notebook containing the macrocosm and
the microcosm. The accompanying book enables the
reader to use the deck to discover fresh ways of looking
at personal experience.

TC: Intuitive Wisdom
Colour Your Deck Tarot Cards

$69.99

Motuzas, Michelle

This innovative Tarot deck taps into your creativity, intuition,
and inner guidance to create a personally colored deck that
resonates with you on a deep, intimate soul level. Using
the meditative and artistic action of coloring, harness your
awareness and receive messages that the Tarot offers by
coloring 78 artcards showing animal archetypes. Includes
78 Tarot cards to colour, and an informative guidebook.
• Dec Release • Schiffer • 78 Cards • 15.2 x 22.9cm

• Dec Release • Schiffer • 78 Cards & 144pp Guide • 15.2
x 22.9cm

*9780764360206*
*9780764360404*

TC: Dark Goddess Tarot
Lorenzi-Prince, Ellen

$69.99

This deck combines the wisdom of the Tarot with the
magic of fearsome and beautiful goddesses from
around the world. It’s for tarot users who are interested
in connecting ancient wisdom with modern life to
unlock the intuitive power all women possess. The
Dark Goddess Tarot is inspired by and intended for
assistance in troubled times.
• Dec Release • Schiffer • 78 Cards & 240pp Guide • 15.2
x 22.9cm

$69.99

Shipman, Sarah

Packaged in a deluxe keepsake box-featuring a magnetic
closure, ribbon, and guidebook this is an innovative and
stunning full-color feminist tarot deck that connects 78
notable women from history with the traditional archetypes
and meanings associated with each tarot card. Each card
conveys the energy, messages, and symbolism its figure
brings to the deck.

• Oct Release • HarperCollins • 78 Cards & 352pp Guide •
13.8 x 21.6cm

*9780062909855*

*9780764360220*

TC: Harmonious Tarot
Mini Deck

TC: Our Tarot Women
of History Deck and Guide

$27.99

Fitzpatrick, Ernest and Crane, Watler

The equilibrium of destiny always assumes changing
forms that, to a distracted eye involved in daily life,
can seem to be without sense or meaning. To search
for harmony, the right sense of proportion and balance
in events, means entering into syntony with our past,
present and future.

TC: Pristis Sophia
The Goddess Tarot

$69.99

Huggens, Kim

This deck is a Majors only deck exploring traditional
archetypes of the divine feminine through the landscape
of mythology and folklore. It includes well-researched
mythology, history, and folkore and is perfect for exploring
the wisdom of goddesses through holy women, historic
goddesses, and heroines.

• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 7 x 12cm

• Dec Release • Schiffer • 22 Cards & 144pp Guide • 22.9
x 15.2cm

*9788865276617*

*9780764360015*
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TC: Salvador Dali
Deluxe Tarot

$119.99

TC: The Uncommon
Tarot

US Games

Miro, Shaheen

Salvador Dali brings tarot to life in 78 exquisite collages.
This deluxe set features gold gilt edging on both the
oversized cards and the hardcover book. The 74-page
book presents biographical background of Salvador Dali
and explores the symbolism and meaning of each card
in depth. This deluxe Limited Edition tarot set is ideal for
art lovers, tarot historians and collectors alike.

The Uncommon Tarot follows the Rider-Waite-Smith
tarot deck archetypes, but is for a new generation of
tarot readers who bring a heightened sensitivity towards
inclusivity. What we all have in common is that we’re
all different. Finally, here is an exquisite tarot deck
that honors our rich human diversity. Very few decks
available are truly nonbinary and exclusive,

• Nov Release • US Games • 78 Cards & 74pp Guide •
5.65 x 7.65cm

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 64pp • PB • 19.3 x
12.7cm

*9781572819894*

TC: Scorpio Sea Tarot

Stiefvater, Maggie and Cynova, Melissa

$53.99

*9781578637140*

$65.99

TC: Voice of Tarot
Vox Arcana

From Maggie Stiefvater comes a new tarot deck of
rugged beauty and mystery. Like a charming flower that
turns out conceal poison beneath its petals, Scorpio
Sea Tarot seems simple on the surface but demands
a closer look. Maggie Stiefvater’s phenomenal art
shows us that hard times may lie on the horizon, but if
you brave the ocean, you will be rewarded in incredible
ways. With its full-color companion book to guide you,
this powerful deck gives you a deep sense of pride
when the work is complete.

$56.99

Lo Scarabeo

An innovative collective deck that embodies the
traditional voice of Tarot. 82 Arcana created by 82
artists, each challenging his or her own understanding
of art and turning a Tarot card into a masterpiece. 82
artworks blending together like a unison choir, with the
whole being much greater and powerful than the sum of
its parts. in addition to the 78 card tarot deck this deck
has 4 additional Arcana, depicting the 4 elements: air,
water, earth and fire. The 4 additional arcana, however,
are on just two cards (front and back.)

• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 192 Cards • 13.3 x 20.3cm

• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 80 Cards • 12 x 24cm
*9780738758428*

TC: Tarocco Soprafino
Della Rocca

*9788865276631*

$59.99

Ancient Civilisations

Della Rocca, Carlo

Also known as the Soprafino Tarot, this deck was
originally printed in Milan by Ferdinando Gumppemberg,
following the original engravings and art by Carlo Della
Rocca. It is considered by many the masterpiece of XIX
century Italian Tarot tradition.

Esoteric Mysteries of
the Underworld
Bayard, Jean-Pierre

Offering a guide to the spiritual energies that flourish
beneath the surface of the Earth, Jean-Pierre Bayard
explores the esoteric mysteries of the underworld,
including the symbolic significance of caves, caverns,
and underground temples. He examines in depth the
myths, symbology, deities, and beliefs connected to the
underworld from many different cultures and mystery
traditions, from ancient Egypt to Scandinavia and
Europe to the Middle East and India.

• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 7 x 12cm

*9788865276709*

TC: Tarot of White
Cats Mini Deck

$27.99

Baraldi, Severino

• Nov Release • Inner Traditions • 320pp • PB • 15.3 x
23.4cm

Cats have long held a place in the hearts and mystical
tales of men and women. This light-hearted mini tarot
deck provides a useful beginners deck or is fun to use
for the more experienced user. 78 full colour tarot cards
and instructions

*9781644110621*

• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 7 x 12cm

The Martians
Redfern, Nick

Tuan, Laura

$35.99

The Martians is an in-depth study of the theory that
Mars was once a world that teemed with life. Perhaps,
even, life not too dissimilar to ours. Incredibly, the
Martians may still be there. Alive. This book looks at,
amongst other topics, what kind of society the Martians
have, what caused their world to become harsh and
desertlike, whether NASA has already found evidence,
but chosen to withhold such monumental finds from the
public and the media, and much more.

*9788865276600*

TC: Teen Witch Tarot

$49.99

$38.99

Fresh, witchy, light-hearted and mystical, the Teen
Witch Tarot is a perfect deck for simple and easy
readings. Magic, divination and spirituality are seen
as in everyday life, in a delightful first person symbolic
perspective, alongside broomsticks, torches, cauldrons
and boulders. It is a little deck for great dreams

• Dec Release • Red Wheel Weiser • 304pp • PB • 15.2
x 22.8cm

• Dec Release • Lo Scarabeo • 78 Cards • 12 x 24cm

*9781632651761*
*9788865276846*
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Spirituality & Religion
The Gentle Art of
Tao Leadership

$19.99

Sing, Lim Meng

This book explores living in a harmonious way with others
and self. Leadership is all about people and ethics and in a
world often lead by fear and greed, ethical leaders can be
difficult to find. To act ethically, in the gentle way of Tao, is to
act for the good of all. This is an inspiring and insightful book
that will change the way you behave.

Strategic Leadership
Conversations
Connor Court

There is no one right way to lead strategic planning.
The approach needs to be crafted to the culture of the
organisation and address the challenges of that particular
time.
• Sep Release • Connor Court • 300pp
*9781922449061*

• Nov Release • Simon & Schuster • 128pp • PB • 13 x 19.8cm

Benedict Raffa, Jean

Religion
40 Days of Jesus Always

*9780909608736*

The Soul’s Twins

$39.95

$12.99

Young, Sarah

$39.99

Drawing on Jungian psychology and wisdom traditions
from world religions, Dr. Raffa offers a self-guided journey
to heightened self-awareness and compassion for oneself
and others. This awareness, combined with suggested
practices, empowers readers to address their imbalances
and create the lives for which they yearn.

Experience true joy, now and always, in Jesus’ presence.
Spend 40 days with Jesus, exploring the promises of joy found
in Scripture-promises of life abundant, life to the fullest, and life
brimming with joy! Through these devotions, you’ll experience
closeness with the Savior that invites you into a new way of
living-embracing a joy-filled life. Draw near to Him in 40 Days
of Jesus Always.
• Nov Release • HarperCollins • 48pp • PB

• Dec Release • Schiffer • 176pp • HB • 15.2 x 22.9cm

*9781400221721*
*9780764360602*

The Spirit’s Way Home
Fowler, Natalie

$32.99

The Spirit’s Way Home gives you a deeper understanding
of spirits and their powerful stories of love, loss, and hope.
This moving and emotional book is a testament to the
power of psychic communication and human compassion.
Natalie shares amazing stories of spirit rescue and helping
people find their place… in this world and the next.
• Dec Release • Llewellyn • 216pp • PB • 13.3 x 20.3cm

*9780738765310*

Spiritually Sassy
D’Simone, Sah

$44.99

Sah D’Simone speaks to the world we live in today—
brown, black, queer, straight, femme, flamboyant,
masculine, white, or transgender—sharing eight steps to
help all of us celebrate our most radically authentic and
spiritual selves. Spiritually Sassy isn’t a quick fix, spiritual
bypassing, or entitlement—it is a life-embracing path to
awakening in modern times.
• Nov Release • Pan Macmillan • 232pp • HB • 15.2 x 22.9cm

To Love and To Serve
Selected Essays

$39.99

O’Leary, Brian

This book collects essays that have appeared in spirituality
journals in a number of countries. The essays vary
considerably in content, purpose, and style. Some are
short and aimed at a popular readership, others tend to
be more academic or written with practitioners of Ignatian
spirituality in mind. All are eminently readable and display
great clarity of style.
• Dec Release • Messenger • 240pp • PB • 14 x 21cm

*9781788122641*

Wandering Wicklow
O’Byrne, Robert (ed)

$39.99

Ireland’s finest photographer in the 20th century, Fr Frank
Browne repeatedly visited County Wicklow across almost
half a century. Over that time, he had the opportunity to
capture images of this part of the country as it underwent
change. This book is divided into five sections, each
offering readers the chance to follow in Fr Browne’s
footsteps and explore a different part of the county.
• Dec Release • Messenger • 120pp • HB • 19 x 24.6cm

*9781683644897*

Culture and Society
Dark Side of the Ocean
Bates, Albert

$24.99

This book sounds the alarm about the devastation being
done to our oceans. Seven tenths of Earth’s surface is
water and 97 percent of that is ocean, but more than
80 percent of ocean pollution comes from land-based
activities. Readers will learn how fishing practices, the
effects of climate change, melting ice poles, and sea-floor
mining are taking a tremendous toll on ocean health.
• Nov Release • Book Publishing Co • 144pp • PB • 15x23cm

*9781570673948*
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*9781788122689*

We Remember Maynooth

Ryan, Salvador and Sheridan, J P Sheridan

$99.99

Founded in 1795, Maynooth College has a singular place
in the history of the Catholic Church globally. This book
is a compilation of pictures, personal reminiscences and
sketches on aspects of the college’s life and history. The
contributors have all been associated with Maynooth in
many different spheres. For everyone, it will open up this
historic centre of learning.
• Dec Release • Messenger • 500pp • HB • 17 x 24.2cm

*9781788122634*

Mind Body Spirit July Bestsellers 2020

Medical Medium
Cleanse to Heal

TC: Rider Tarot Deck Standard
Also Available:
TC: Rider Waite
Tarot Deck
Pocket
9780880793469
$26.99

Also Available:
Medical
Medium Liver
Rescue

IC: Work Your Light
Oracle Cards

*9781401958459*
A

IC: White Light Oracle

IC: Beyond Lemuria
Oracle Cards

Mager,

9781841813509

$12.00

*9781841813615*

$34.95

*9781925538755*
A

Earth Warriors Oracle

*9781781809969*

IC: Universe Has Your
Back
Also Available:
PB: Universe Has
Your Back $19.99
9781401946555

$34.95

$24.99

*9781925538830*

*9781925538298*

IC: Starseed Oracle

Crystals

Campbell,
Rebecca with
Noel, Danielle

Eason,
Cassandra

$27.99

$36.99

IC: Angel and Ancestors

Gray, Kyle

$24.99

*9781788170017*

A

*9781781809334*
A

Crystal & Gemstone
Guide
Aracaria
Guides

Secret Language
of Your Body
Segal, Inna

$29.95

$24.99

Fairchild,
Alana

$34.95

*9780977577149*

Also Available:
Moonology
9781781807422
$19.99

Alana

Ivy, Izzy

*9781788172882*

Stefan

IC: Moonology Oracle

Fairchild,

$31.99

A

Also Available:
Crystal Bible
Vol. 2

$49.99

Campbell,
Rebecca

*9781781809952*

Botanical Field Guide

A

$22.99

9781401954406

$29.99

*9780913866139*

The Crystal Bible - Vol. 1

*9780980286557*
A

Chakra Guide
Also Available:
Tarot Guide
9780994598707

$12.00

*9780994251978*

The Green Witch
MurphyHiscock, Arin

$29.99

$12.00

*9781787390423*

*9780994251961*

*9781507204719*

IC: Secret Language
of Light Oracle

TC: Angel Tarot Cards

TC: Tattoo Tarot

A

Jarvie,
Denise

$34.95

*9781925538472*

Valentine,
Radleigh

$29.99

*9781401955960*

Megamunden

$24.99

*9781786272058*
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True Crime
Their Stories: The Australian Police Force
*9780655216513*

RRP: $16.99

Vikki Petraitis has spent hundreds of hours interviewing police
– and even accompanying them on active duty – to compile
this collection of stories from the frontline of policing. Police
officers from many fields of service, from Fingerprints, Search
and Rescue to Homicide, have told her some of their ‘best
stories’ – the ones that were out of the ordinary, the ones
they’ll never forget. The result is a riveting collection of reallife Australian dramas.

Obsessed with true crime podcasts?
You have the right to remain silent
and read all the grizzly details in these
two new true crime books coming in
November from Lake Press, exclusive
to Brumby Sunstate.

Shallow Graves: Killers’ Concealments
*9780655216520*

RRP: $16.99

There is only one thing that is synonymous with a shallow
grave … murder.
To enshroud a victim in the vastness of Australia’s forests,
deserts, foreshores offers fewer opportunities of the body
being discovered than arguably in any other country in the
world.
The most common shallow grave is a hole in the sand, usually
on a foreshore or in a forest where the soil is thin enough for
the assassin to hurriedly dig a plot, and then be on their way
before they are caught in the act.
But no matter where the places of concealment may be, they
all fall into the category of ‘shallow graves’.
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NEW PUZZLES COMING IN
OCTOBER!
These vibrant, challenging puzzles come in a pack of 18 for the nett
price of $50 and include a counter display unit.
Each pack contains:
Sudoku Vol 3 x3 | Sudoku Vol 4 x3 | Word Games Vol 2 x3
Word Hunt Vol 4 x3 | Word Hunt Vol 5 x3 | Word Hunt Vol 6 x3

Get into the festive spirit
with these puzzles.

These festive large print Holiday Word Hunt books are
the perfect holiday fun. The back below includes 5
copies of each title, for a total nett pack value of $27.50.
Use the code:
*LPHWH20*

Suggested RRP for each individual puzzle book $6.99. 18-copy
counter pack only available to purchase - no individual sales.
R&R Pack 2:
*699284106074*

9780369900302

9780369900296

RRP: $5.50 | PB | 120pp | 21 x 25.5cm

Christmas colouring!
Get the kids into the festive spirit with these
colour-by-number books. Each book comes with 6
coloured pens. The pack below includes 3 copies
of each title, for a total nett pack value of $35.95.
Use the code:
*CBNOCTDEL*

9781773257372

9781773257389

9781773257365

9781773257358

RRP: $5.99 | PB | 24pp | 20 x 28cm
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Daily Mantras to
Ignite Your Purpose

A

TC: Rider Tarot Deck Standard

Also Available:
TC: Rider Waite
Tarot Deck
Pocket
9780880793469
$26.99

$17.95

Green Eggs and Ham
Activity Pack

A

*9780648587200*

Create Your Best Life
Journal

A

$6.99

*9780655213482*
A

Also Available:
Dr Suess 123
9780655213819

$12.99

*9780655213802*

Goodnight Koala Finger Puppet Book

The Waterproof Book
of Fishing Knots

A

Also Available
to Purchase
a 10 Copy
Counter
Pack $99.99
Individual Price:

Lake
Press

$9.99

9780648587231

$39.95

*9780655213468*

My First Wooden
Jigsaw: Koala

A

*9780648587217*
A

Resilience Series: Kind

A

Cat in the Hat Activity
Book and Costume

*9780958084307*
A

My First Wooden Jigsaw
- Platypus
Also Available:
My First Wooden
Jigsaw - King
Parrot
9780655210641

Lake
Press

$29.99

$17.99

*9780655210627*

*9780655212751*

*9780655213499*

Antique World Map
1,000 Pieces

Little Me Finger Puppet
Daddy and Me

Gustav Klimt: The Kiss
1,000 Pieces

Also Available:
Claude Monet:
Water Lilies
1000 Pieces
9780764984426

Also Available:
Twinkle Twinkle
9780655204923

$9.99

Women’s Wellness
Wisdom
Weaver, Dr
Libby

$39.95

*9780764950902*
A

The Invisible Load
Also Available:
Rushing Woman’s
Syndrome $24.95
9780473403430
$39.95

*9780655210634*
A

Ultimate Guide to Social
Media Marketing Journal

Also Available:
Claude Monet
1000 Pieces
9780764940446

Also Available:
2021 Collective
Diary $24.95
9780648587224

$38.99

$38.99

*9780655204909*
A

*9780655210894*

$9.99

$17.99

A

$9.99

Also Available:
Resilience
Series: Mindful
9780655212737

Also Available:
My First Wooden
Jigsaw: Kangaroo
9780655210610

Dr Seuss ABC

$3.99

Also Available:
Daily Gratitudes
$29.95

Lake Press

A

Also Available:
The Cat in the
Hat Deluxe
Colouring
Book $6.99
9780655213475

Also Available:
Create Your Best
Life
9780648587217
$39.95

$29.99
*9780913866139*

Horton Hears a Who!
Colouring Book

A

*9780764985140*
A

Naturally Inspired
Ballinger,
Krissy

$34.99

$39.95

*9780995352681*
A

Work From Wherever
Also Available:
Ultimate Guide
to Social Media
Marketing
9780995352681
$39.95

$29.95

*9780473360887*

Brumby Sunstate

*9780473481841*

56 Fulcrum Street Richlands, QLD 4077

Ph: (07) 3217 0238
orders@brumbysunstate.com.au • www.brumbysunstate.com.au

*9780648788713*

*9780995352650*

